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A system of equations in the I-calculus is a pair (I-, X), where r is a set of 
formulas of A (the equations) and X is a finite set of variables of A (the unknowns.) 
A system Y = (r, X) is said to be. solvable in the theory T (T-solvable) i f f  there 
exists a suitable simultaneous substitution for the unknowns that makes the 
equations of Y theorems in the theory T. For any finite system and within any 
semisensible (sms) theory T (e.g.. b, 811, X*) a necessary condition for T-solvability 
is proved. A class of systems for which this condition also becomes sutlicient is 
shown and the sufficiency is proved constructively. This class properly contains the 
systems Y = (I-, {x,, . . . . .x~}) that satisfy 0, 1 or 0,2 of the following hypotheses: 
Hp.0. (0) If  Q is a proper subterm of a LHS term of an equation and the 
head of Q is an unknown then the degree of Q is not too large. 
term. 
(1) The initial part of a LHS term never collapses with another LHS 
Hp.1. The equations of S have the shape xM, . . . M, = yx, . X, M, . M,, 
where x E {x, , . . . . x, } and .r does not occur in the LHS terms of the equations of Y. 
Hp.2. The equations of Y have the shape ~44, ‘. M, = N, where x E {x,, _.,, x,,) 
and N is a pq-normal form whose free variables do not occur in the LHS terms of 
the equations of Y. 
With some caution we can also mix equations having the shape in Hp.1 with equa- 
tions having the shape in Hp.2. A typical result is the constructive characterization 
of the T-solvability (T sms) of systems having the shape Y = ( {XX= N,, 
xM, = N,, . . . . xM, = N,}, {x}), where M,, _.., M, are closed I-terms and N,, ..,, N, 
are /In-normal forms which do not contain the unknown x. When the equations of 
a system Y = (r, X) have the shape. M= y, with the RHS variables fresh and 
pairwise distinct, we have te X-separability problem for the LHS terms. For a class 
of I-free sets (see Hp.0) the X-separability is constructively characterized within any 
sms theory. A single equation can be solved via a system of equations. Using this 
idea we characterize the &left-invertibihty for a class of I-terms. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
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0. MOTIVATIONS 
A lot of problems that arise in an equational theory, such as the 
A-calculus, can be recast as the solution of systems of equations. 
0.0. EXAMPLE. The search for a singleton basis (d ) of no (the set of 
closed l-terms) can be transformed into the search for solutions of a 
suitable system of equations. It is known [Bar 84, p. 1841 that A E A s.t. 
AA =p K and AK =s S is a singleton basis for no (see 2.0 for the definition 
of K, S, Uy, a). A solution, e.g., A =p it. t (tU:(U:K) Q Q S) SL, is known, 
but no systematic method is given in the literature to solve these kinds of 
equations. 
The set of A-terms modulo /Iv-convertibility forms a monoid with I as an 
identity and composition defined by M. Nr BMN (where B is defined 
in 2.0) [Chu 371. The fiq-invertibility problem was first raised in 
[CFC 58, pp. 167, 1681 and solved in [Dez 76, BK 801. The one side 
flv]-invertibility problems (left and right) are still open. The &left-inver- 
tibility problem can be presented as a system of equations. Self-application 
is widely involved in this problem. 
0.1. EXAMPLE. Let ME ,4; we wish to find LEA s.t. L(My) =,, y (where 
y does not occur in LM). Let M = A,vyx . y(xy(lt . x(xt)))(x(xxxx) 
(At. x(xx))(x(xfi))). We transform the equation L(My) =‘I y into a system 
of equations. Let C[ ] = (Ax . [ 1) A E /1[ ] (see Section 2 for ,4 [ 1) s.t. 
CCxy(~t.x(xt))l =rl.Yl, C[x(xxxx)(~t~ x(xx))(x(xn))] =‘7 y, 
(self-application occurs on x). If we set LE lty, yz. tA then it is easy to 
verify that L(My) =V y. A possible choice for A is 
A = DCy, := U; yI][yz := U;i ~21, 
D = At, t, . (U; y,)(~abcd~c(~abcd~ &(U; yZ))) tl t,. 
0.2. EXAMPLE. Let 9 be a subset of /i. We say that A E no is a right 
identity for 9 iff VME SMA =B M. A right identity for a set 9 does not 
always exist. It is easy to verify that the set (Ax. x, %X . .xsL) does not have 
a right identity. Let 9 = (M,, M2}, where M1 = ,J.u. xa,(At .x(xt)), 
M, E Ix. xfil(k . x(xx))(x(xa,)). We must find A E A0 s.t. 
Mid =B Mi, i= 1, 2. 
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If we are able to find Q E /i s.t. 
then it is sufficient to replace the variables y,, y, by suitable combinators 
that reconstruct the terms M,, MZ. We have 
A=Q[yl :=hbx~xa(h~x(xt))][y, :=Labcdx.xR(Lt.x(xx))(x(xa))]. 
It is easy to verify that A is a right identity for F. We can set (D as in 0.1) 
Q E D[ya := iabc .y,(Ec) ubc], 
E- (U;, U;). 
A system of equations can be viewed as the specification of a functional 
in an equational programming language. The solution then is just a 
program that satisfies the equations. In this respect a theory of systems of 
equations can be regarded as a theory of compilers for equational 
programming languages. For this topic we refer the reader to [O’D 851. 





where 0 = Ixy .y and 3 = ilux . xux (the numeral system (0,~) was intro- 
duced in [Ber 831). Equations (O)-(3) amount to saying that fis a certain 
recursive function on the numeral system (0, _s) (Eq. (0), (1) and f is a 
singleton basis for /1’ (Eq. (2), (3)). A possible solution for the system of 
Eq. (O)-(3) is 
G = It, t, . t2P,(U; yo)(h, . ..#S.ylU~(a.U,))(U:~K)n(u~s) t1t2, 
f- GG =B At. tP3(U; yo)(Aul “‘us .y,~~(u,u,))(U;~K) n(U:S) Gt. 
The major difficulty that we have had to surmount has been the treat- 
ment of self-application (see Examples 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3). This has been 
transformed into the search for a common solution of suitable separability 
problems (in the sense of [CDR 781). 
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1. SUMMARY 
In this section we describe the structure of the paper. 
Section 2 gives some notions about the I-calculus. For an exhaustive 
treatment the reader is referred to [Bar 841. Section 3 introduces an equiv- 
alence relation that models the indistinctness between pairs of %-terms in a 
finite set 9;. This relation will be a fundamental tool for stating a necessary 
condition of solvability for finite systems of equations (Section 5). 
Section 4 shows that substitutive contexts that preserve the relation 
introduced in Section 3 are the core of the solution strategy for a class of 
systems of equations (Section 6). Here a family of such contexts is 
constructed. Section 5 gives the notion of a system of equations and some 
of its easy properties. A necessary condition for the T-solvability (T sms) 
of a finite system of equations is proved. Sections 5.0-5.6 may also be read 
independent of Sections 3 and 4. Section 6 constructively proves for a class 
of systems a necessary and sufficient condition for T-solvability (T sms). 
Section 7 presents an application of the results of Section 6 to the 
X-separability problem. Finally, Section 8 applies the result of Section 7 to 
the &-left-invertibility problem. 
2. THE L-CALCULUS 
Syntax. The A-calculus is a formal theory whose language we denote by 
/i. The elements of the set V = {uO, ur, . ..} are said to be variables (of A). 
The symbols x, y, z, . . . denote arbitrary variables. The set n is the least set 
U s.t. V G U; ME U * (IxM) E U; h4, NE U G- (MN) E U.We call A-terms 
the elements of ,4. The symbols M, N, L, . . . denote A-terms. 
We adopt the following conventions: the symbol = denotes the syntactic 
equality; x’=x,, x2, . . . . x,; {Z> = {x,, x2, . . . . xn>; I.?\ =n; k?.M~Ax,x~... 
x;M= (Ix,(lx, ~..(Ax,M)); M,M,M, . ..M.~(...((M,M,)M,)...M,). 
We give some examples of d-terms. 
2.0. EXAMPLE. The following are i-terms: Uy = Ix, ... x, .x, with 
n, ieN+ and i<n; I=U:; K-U;; S-Axyz.xz(yz); B=Axyz.x(yz); 
w-Ix.xx; IL=wo; W~1xql.x~~; P,~;Ix,~~~x,x,+,~x,+,x,~~~x, with 
q E N; CM,, . ..> M,)=P,M,...M, with nEN and M ,,..., M,EA. 
A subterm of M is a string which occurs in M and belongs to A. The 
variable x is said to be bound in M if it occurs in the scope of a lx; x is 
said to be free otherwise. FV(M) is the set of the free variables of M. If 
FV(M) = 0 we say that M is closed (or M is a combinator). Let XG V; 
we define no= {MEAIFV(M)=@}, n”(X)= {ME~~FV(M)~X}. 
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We identify A-terms that are different only with regard to bound 
variables (i.e., a-convertible A-terms). If M,, . . . . M, are A-terms occurring in 
a mathematical context we suppose that all the bound variables in them 
are (or have been made) mutually distinct and differ from all the other 
variables occurring in that context. 
We denote M[x := N] as the A-term obtained from M by substituting N 
for all the free occurrences of x in M. 
A context is a J.-term with holes. More precisely the set A[ ] is the least 
set U s.t. VcU; []EU; C[]EU=+(~X.C[])EU; C[], D[]eU* 
(C[ ] D[ 1) E U. The elements of n [ ] are called contexts. The symbols 
cc I, DC I, ... denote contexts. Let C[ ] E /i[ ] and ME /1. C[M] is 
obtained from C[ ] by substituting M for any occurence of [ ] in C[ 1. 
Let 9&/i; we define C[~]={C[M]IME~}. 
Theories. Let Ts/i; we set Form(T)= {M=NIM,Ner}. We call 
formulas (of /i ) the elements of Form(n). A theory T is a subset of 
Form(n). If T is a theory and M = NE T we also write M =T N. 
The theory 3L (we also write p) is axiomatized by the following axioms 
and rules: M=M; M=N=+N=M; M=N, N=L=aM=L; M=N=s 
MZ=NZ; M=N*ZM=ZN; (Ax.M)N=M[x:=N]; M=N=Lx. 
M=IZx.N. If M=NE~ we also write M=,N, but never M=N. 
The theory hq (we also write /Iv) is obtained by adding to the axioms 
and rules of 1 the axiom schema ix. Mx = M, where x +! W(M). We also 
write M=, N for M=,, N. We say that 1~. Mx with x $ IV(M) is an 
q-expansion of M. We denote with AT (IqT) the theory obtained by 
adding to the axioms and rules of 1 (hq) the formulas of T. A theory T is 
called a A-theory if T # Form(/i’) and T = hT. In the following, unless 
otherwise stated, we consider I-theories. 
Semisensible Theories. We say that ME n is: a p-normal form (fl-nf) if it 
does not have subterms of the shape (2x P) Q; a j?q-normal form (&-nf) 
if it does not have subterms of the shape (Ax. P) Q or (Ax. Rx) with 
x 4 FV(R). We say that ME /i has fi-nf if ONE ,4 (M =@ N and N is a fl-nf), 
and Pq-nf if 3N E n (M =,, N and N is a j&J-nf). We define HNF = 
{~+M,M, . ..M.,,IM,, M,, . . . . M, E /i }. The elements of HNF are called 
head normal forms. We define SOL = {ME A ( ONE HNF M=, N}. The 
elements of the set SOL are called solvable. If M# SOL then M is called 
unsolvable. An example of an unsolvable term that we frequently use is a. 
A theory T is called semisensible (sms) iff T s LX*, where 2* = 
{M=NEFo~~(/~‘)IVC[ ]EA[ ](C[M]ESOL iff C[N]ESOL)}. We have 
(0) I, In, 1X* are I-theories; 
(1) hp%?*=LP*. 
We write M=,. N for M=AJYe N. We observe that fi and fiq are semi- 
sensible theories. 
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Biihm trees. We define the Bohm tree (BT) of a A-term M. We set 
BT(M) = I if M#SOL; 
BT(M)=ku,x,.~.x;~ if M=p~x,x,....~,.yM,...M,. 
/\ 
BT(ti,) ... BT(M,) 
We say that a I-term is J--free if its BT does not have any node with label 
1. To any node in BT(M) it is possible to bind, in the usual way, a 
sequence of positive integers GI (a E Seq) (( ) corresponds to the root of the 
tree, (1) corresponds to the most left son, and so on). If c( E Seq 
corresponds to some node in BT(M) we write u E BT(M). We denote with 
* the concatenation symbol for sequences. 
2.1. DEFINITION [Bar 841. (0) Let M, NE A, 9 c A, and a E BT(M). 
The A-term M, is recursively defined by M, E A4 if A4 4 SOL; M, > E M; 
M<i>*p E (IV~)~ if M=I,~x,x,...x,.vM,...M, and i<m. 
(1) We write p<a for 3(#( )/?*[=a. 
(2) We write OZE,BT(M) for Vfl<cx (~EBT(M)+M~ESOL). 
(3) We write CYE~ BT(F) for VMEP (c(E, BT(M)). 
(4) If C(E~ BT(M) then M” is the least q-expansion of A4 s.t. 
o! E BT(M”). 
(5) Let CI E, BT(M). We define M, E (M’),. 
(6) If C(G, BT(Y) then we set sX = (M,I MEW} (analogously for 
P). 
(7) We write MIczJ for (a E, BT(M) and M, E SOL, M]crt otherwise. 
(8) We write 9lcr.l for V’MEP MlcrJ, P;lcrT otherwise. 
(9) We define the functions deg, ord, head. 
If M=I,Ix,x,...x,.yM,M,...M, we set deg(M)=m; ord(M)=n; 
head(M) = y. If M+! SOL we set deg(M) =O; ord(M) = 0; head(M)f. 
(10) M-N iff (M, N$SOL or (M, NESOL and head(M)=head(N) 
and deg(M) - ord(M) = deg(N) - ord(N))) [Biih 68; Bar 84, Sect. 10.2.191. 
(11) M-a N iff (c(#, BT(M), BT(N) or (CUE, BT(M), BT(N) and 
M, N N,)) [CDR 78; Bar 84, Sect. 10.2.211. 
(12) (0) Mz N iff BT(M)=BT(N). 
(1) Mz,NiffVcrESeqM-,N. 
(2) A4 5 N iff BT(M) c BT(N). 
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2.2. THEOREM [Bar 84 J. (0) M z,, N iff M =*. N. 
(1) VC[ ]~/f[ ] VM,NEA (M~N*C[M]~C[N]). 
(2) If C[M] =B N and N has b-nf then VQ EA (445 Q* 
CCQI =B W 
Note that for all NE/~ it holds that fl5 N. 
Separability and Distinction. The relations USF and AGT and the 
notions of distinction and separability for a set of A-terms have been intro- 
duced in [CDR 781 (also see [Bar 84, pp. 256 et seq.]). 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let a E Seq, 9 = {M,, . . . . M,} c n and T be a theory. 
(0) We say that CI is useful for 9 ((s, ~1) E USF) iff 
Wd and 34, NES (M+= N). 
(1) We say that S agrees up to a ((9, a) E AGT or CI is agt for 9) 
iff 
VM,NE.FV/~<E (M-, NJ. 
(2) We say that 9 is distinct iff 
Card(F) = 1 or 
3~ E Seq (a is useful for 9 and VP E 9,’ -% B is distinct). 
(3) We say that 9 is T-separable iff 3C[ ] EA [ ] s.t. 
ViE { 1, . . . . n} C[M,]=Ty;E(V-FPV(~)); 
Vi,j~ (1, . . . . n) (yi- y,ai=j). 
2.4. THEOREM [CDR 781. Let 9 = {M,, . . . . M,} c A and T be a sms 
theory. 
(0) 9 is T-separable ijjf S is distinct. 
(1) Let a~Seq with F[al and (9, a)eAGT. Then 3C[ ] EA[ ] xt. 
Vie { 1, . . . . n} C[Mi]=~yiE(V-FV(~)); 
VM, NEF (C[M] =B C[N] iffA4-, N). 
3. S-INDISTINCTNESS 
Generalizing the concept of non-distinction for finite sets [CDR 781 we 
introduce an equivalence relation that models the indistinctness of pairs of 
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i-terms in a finite set. The principal feature of this relation is that it cannot 
be relined by any context (Theorem 3.4.0). This relation is a fundamental 
tool for stating a necessary condition for solvability of finite systems of 
equations. 
We write A c,B for A c B and A is finite. In the following, unless 
otherwise stated, 9 and 9 denote finite subsets of A. 
3.0. DEFINITION. The relation z 9 c F x ,9 is defined as follows: 
P=sQ iff Va E Seq ((9, LX) E USF n AGT 
*(p-, Q and P= IMEFIM-rP~ Q)). 
If P 2: rp Q we say that P and Q are P-indistinct. 
It is easy to verify that the relation No is well defined. 
Note that Card(F/ z*c) = 1 iff there does not exist any CI useful for 9. 
3.1. EXAMPLE. Let 9 = (At. tfi(k. xa(xt)), At. tx(Aa . .xQ(xB)), xx, 
At.tx(la.xx(xa)), At.xxRt}. We have F/c-,={{At.xxOt}, {xx}, 
(At. tfi(kz.xa(xt)), At ~tx(kz~x~(xB)), It. tx(kz.xx(x~))}}. 
The following proposition states some properties of II~. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. (0) No is an equivalence relation on 9. 
(1) Let 9~9~~/1. Then VP, QE~ (P2:* Q*PE~Q). 
(2) Let 9 be a finite set of I-free A-terms. Then VM, NE .F 
(ME, N z#-M=~. N). 
(3) .F is distinct iff Card(P) = Card(P/ -*t). 
(4) Let g: 9 --) A s.t. VME 9 g(M) = X. M. Then Vhf, Q E 9 
Of=, Q iff g(M) -,,p+(QD 
(5) Let F = (M,, . . . . M,}cA and C[ ]EA[ 1. 
(0) Zf (Vi E { 1, . . . . n} C[M,] =B yi E (V - W(F)) and 3i,j E 
{ 1, ..,> n > yi $ yj) then 3c( useful .for 9. 
(1) Zf 3a useful for C[F] then 35 useful for 9. 
Proof (O)-(3) By induction on Card(F). 
(4) From 2.2.0 we have VM E S g(M) N~ M. We proceed then by 
induction on Card(P) considering that VM E Seq we have: SlclJ iff 
g(F)lc& VM, N E s (M -z N iff g(M) -= g(N)), (9, tl) E USF iff 
(g(S)), cc) E USF. 
(5.0) Refer to the proof of 14.4.13 in [Bar 841. (5.1) From 2.4.1 and 
5.0. 1 
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3.3. COUNTER EXAMPLE. The converse of 3.2.1 does not hold. In fact let 
9 = {xy, xK} and @‘E {xy, xK, x&E}. We have xy N@ xK, but xy 74, xK. 
This is because xS2 make unuseful (in 9’) the node (1) that is useful in .F. 
The interest in the relation No lies principally in Theorem 3.4.0. It 
states that no contexts can reline the relation zF5, or equivalently, any 
context C[ ] is a morphism from (F, zP) to (C[P], zccR3). 
3.4. THEOREM. Let 9 c,A. Then 
(0) vc[ ]EA[ 1 VP, QE~ (P=s Q*CCf’l =cc.q3 C[Ql). 
(1) VC[ ]EA[ ] Card(P/=,)>Card(C[Sl/1: c.cp,). 
ProoJ: (0) By induction on Card(F). If Card(S) = 1 the result is 
trivial. Let Card(F) > 1. If c1 useful for CC*] does not exist the result is 
trivial. Now we suppose that a useful and agt for C[ZF] exist (see 2.3). 
Then, by 3.2.5.1, 5 useful and agt for 9 exist and we have 
Because Card({McPjM-r P}) < Card(F) by inductive hypothesis it 
follows that C[P] ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ C[Q]. Hence from C[(MELFI 
M-, P}] E C[S] and 3.2.1, we have C[P] zccc9, C[Q]. 
(1) It follows immediately from (0). i 
Intuitively Card(P/ Ed) represents the dimension of the space spanned by 
9. Theorem 3.4.1 states that this dimension cannot be augmented. 
The following example shows a typical application of 3.2.4 and 3.4.0. 
3.5. EXAMPLE. Let 9 = {x(x a) x K, x(x K) Q K, x Q ~(xx~xx)}. There 
does not exist C[ ] s.t. C[x(xfi) xK] =,, At. tyn(tt) t; C[x(xK) QK] =,, W; 
C[x R R(xxxxx)] =,, B. In fact we have 
from 3.2.4: At .o*(tt) t ~(~I.IYR(,I)~,W,B) w  
=j CCxW) xK1 $ccs, ‘Xx(-W QK]; 
from 3.4.0: CCxW-2) xK1 +cccsF, CCxW) fiK1 
* x(xi2) xK 74, x(xK) S2K. 
This is absurd because x(x S2) x K 74, x(x K) rZ K. 
Using 3.4.0 we can restate Theorem 2.4.0. 
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3.6. THEOREM. Let 9 = (M, , . . . . M,) c A and T be a sms theory. Then 
3C[]En[]viE{l,..., n} C[M,]=r4’i~(V-FV(9)) 
iff Vi, j E ( 1, . . . . n > (M, N ,F M, - yi = yf). 
Theorem 3.6 suggests the following notation. 
3.7. Notation. Let 9 c, (1. We denote by 9’: 9 --t (V -FV(P)) a 
(arbitrary) function st.: VM, NE 9 (M z9 N iff 9#(M) = S#(N)). In a 
given mathematical context we suppose that the variables of P #(P) are 
different from all the others variables occurring in that context. 1 
4. ~-QUALIFIED CONTEXTS 
Substitutive contexts s.t. Card(S/ ‘v F) = Card( C[P]/ N ccYFI) play a 
fundamental role in finding a solution for a system of equations. In 
Sections 4.14.4 we construct an infinite family of these contexts. In 4.0 we 
illustrate by an example the utility of such contexts. 
4.0. A problem containing self-application can be transformed into a 
suitable separability problem. The following example may clarify the 
matter. 
4.0.0. EXAMPLE. Determine C[ ] E (2x. [ 1) d E /i [ ] s.t.: 
C[xx] ‘0 Ad =/j y1, C[xw] =@ Aw =py2 (w 55 At. tt). 
Note that A cannot be (Hi, . . . . H, ) for any n. In fact we have 
(H ,,..., H,)(H, ,..., H,)=,H,H,...H,H,...H,=,y,, 
(H , 1 ..., H,)o=,H,H,~..H,=,yz, 
which is absurd. We search for a solution having the shape A =p It. 
t(A, t) R with t 4 FV(A,). Note that A and o have different shapes. We 
have 
AA=I,A,A(A,(A,A))~~, 
Aw =B A,w(A,o) C&. 
Note that now the self-application (AA) is in some sense weakened (A, A 
instead of AA). If A, can separate A from o we have solved our problem. 
Unfortunately A depends on A,. We try to eliminate this dependence by 
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ignoring it; i.e., we replace A, t by R in A. This amounts to searching for 
a G s.t. 
G(it . tCU2) =Byl and GcD=~ y,. 
The solution of this problem is well known [Bob 68, BDPR 79, CDR 781. 
A possible choice for G is 
G = At. tU;(U~ y,) y,. 
In order to solve our original problem it is sufficient to replace d, in A by 
a variant G* of G able to erase the superfluous information. We have 
G*=G[y, :=U:y,][y, :=U: y2] =&tU;(U;yJ(U; yJr 
A = At. t(G*t) i2 =B Lt. t(tU#J; yJ(U; yr)) a. 
The family of contexts {(Ax. [ 1) HI (At. t Iz a) L H} contains the solution 
and preserves the distinction of the set {x, w  ). The discovery of such a 
family has been the fundamental step in solving the problem in 4.0.0. 
A generalization of this strategy leads to the notion of S-qualification, 
4.1. We introduce the notion of qualification and some of its fundamen- 
tal properties. A context C[ ] is said to be qualified for a set 9 if C[ ] 
does not lose any information contained in S. 
4.1.0. DEFINITION. Let 9 c,/i. C[ ] is said to be F-qualified 
(C[]EQ(S))~IIVM,NES(C[M]Z~~~,C[N]=MZ,N). 
Note that from 3.4.0 we have C[ ] E Q(p) iff Card(S/ No) = 
Card(CCW/ =ccspl). 
4.1.1. EXAMPLE. Let 9 = (x, xx). Then O[ ] z (Ax. [ 1) U: E Q(s) 
and O’[ ] z (1.x. [ 1) Ui $ Q(S). 
From a single element of Q(S) we can obtain an infinite collection of 
them. 
4.1.2. NOTATION. (0) Let C[ 1, D[ ] E/I[ ] and ZEV s.t. z does not 
occur (free or bound) in C[ ] or O[ 1. We write C[ ] 5 O[ ] for 
CCZI 5 Xzl. 
(1) @(DC I)= {CC IeAC IlN 15cr I>. 
4.1.3. Remark. Let O[ ] E A[ 1. Then O[ ] E Q(p)*&(O[ 1) E 
Q(F). 
In order to neutralize the effects of self-application of unknown terms 
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which occurs unavoidably in a system of equations, it is important to find 
a separator for a set of finite sequences of A-terms (4.1.6.2). Definition 4.1.4 
is a tool for stating the assumptions we need to reach the desired goal. The 
intuitive meaning of 4.1.4.2 is 9 E PFR (9 satisfies the prefix rule) iff an 
initial part of an element of 9 never collapses with another element of 9. 
This property is related to [BP 88a, 2.11. 
4.1.4. DEFINITION. Let Xc,.V and ~c,~A. 
(0) Sub(X) = {(Ax1 . ..x.. [ ])A, . ..A.,1 {xr, . . . . x,,) = X and 
{A,, . ..) A,.} CA}. 
(1) 9+ = {iz’.&Iiz’.ttid~9 with ti non-empty}. 
(2) PFR= (919 ct./i and Q 3.1~tMl~~~M,,,~~~M,,~9 Qm<n 
QNEP N$y+ A’.tM, . ..M.). 
4.15 EXAMPLE. (0) Let flr=((x,x),x~,xKx). Then FF = 
{(x), (x,x),xx,xK,xKx)- and &GPFR. 
(1) Let 9~=(xxx,x~xx}. Then ~~={xx,xxx,x~,x~x, 
x SL XX} and pz 4 PFR. 
Note that if QM, NE @(head(M) = head(N) =z. (deg(M) = deg(N) and 
ord(M) = ord(N))) then p E PRF. Refer to Example 4.0.0 for an applica- 
tion of 4.1.6.1. 
4.1.6. LEMMA. Let 9 c,,- A and T be a sms theory (see 3.7). 
(0) D[]EQ(P) iff K[]EA[] V'd[]E@(D[]) VME9 
C[A[M]] =T 9#(M). 
(1) Let D[ ] EA[ ] s.t. D[S] c A’. Then D[ ] E Q(F) iff 
~FEAQA[ ]E%!(D[ ])VME~!FFLI[M]=,F#(M). 
(2) LetXcfV,~tcf{(M,,...,M,)InENand{M,,...,M,}cn} 
with SEPFR and D[]ES~~(X) s.t. D[9]cA”. Zf D[ ]eQ(F+) 
then 3GeAVd[ ]E&(D[ 1) V(M,,...,M,)E.F d[(M,,...,M,)]G=T 
P#((M,, . ..) M,)) ACM11 . ..dCMnl. 
Proof. (0) ( c: ) Let M, NE 9. Taking into account 3.4.0 we have 
wm ‘v DC*, NNI * CCNMI = ccocT,, CFWNII 
~eF#(M)=cF~(N)aMz, N. 
(*) Because VM,NE~(D[M]~,~,,D[N]~M~, N) from 
3.6 we have 
3C[ ]EA[ ]QMEF C[D[M]] =&q *#(iv). 
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The thesis follows from 2.2.2 and Vd[ ]E%(D[ 1) VIES (D[M] 5 
ACM]). 
(1) ( = ) As in (0) ( 3 ). As in (0) observing that now 
3C[ ]EA[ ]VME9 
(2) By induction on Card(deg(9)). 
Case 0. Card(deg(F)) = 1. 
Case 0.0. Card(F/=,) = 1. We choose G =p lz, ... z, . 
9 # ( (M, ) . ..) M,))z, “.z,, where (M,, ,.., M,)E~;. 
Case 0.1. Card(S/-,)> 1. By (1) we have 
3FEAVA[]Ef4%(D[])VMEF FA[M] =p S#(M). 
Choose G =B lz, . . . z, . F( z, , . . . . z,, ) z, . . . z,. 
Case 1. Card(deg(9)) > 1. Let m = mindeg(9) and 9’ = 
( CM,, . . . . M,)I(M,,...,M,,...,M,)E~}. 
We have Card(deg(9)) = 1, Card(deg(S-9)) < Card(deg(S)), 
DC l~Q(p+,, and D[ ] E Q( (9 - 9) + ). By inductive hypothesis 
G, HE A exist s.t. 
VAC 1~*71(H I)‘J(M,,...,M,)E@ 
AC(M,, . . . . Mm)1 G=,~#KM,, . . . . M,))ACM,l ..-ACM,]; 
VA[ ]E%!(D[ ])V(M,,..., M,)E(~-9) 
AC(M,, . . . . M,)] H=,(9-9’)# ((M,,..., M,))A[M,]~~~A[M,]. 
We set G*=G[P#(M) := HI ME(~-F)]. Taking into account that 
FE PFR it is easy to verify that 
VA[ ]E@(D[ ])V(M,,..., M,)E~ 
AC CM,, . . . . M,)] G*=BS#((M1,..., M,)) A[M,]..~A[M,]. i 
4.1.7. COUNTER EXAMPLE. (0) The hypothesis 9 E PFR in 4.1.6.2 is 
essential. Let S = 9 + = C(x), (x,x)j$PFR and D[ ]=(,Ix.[ ])U~E 
Q(F+ ). Then we have 
D[ (x)] G =@ GU; and D[(x, x)] G =B GU;U;. 
Clearly GE n does not exist s.t. GUT =@y, and GUf Uf =@ y,. 
( 1) The converse of 4.1.6.2 does not hold. Let F = { (x), 
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(xx, K), (xK, x) and O[ ] = (Ax. [ 1) U:. Then 9+ = {(x), (x, x), 
(xK), (xx, K), (.& .Y>> and Np;‘l= (<U:>, <UiU:>, (U:K), 
(UiU:,K), (U:K,Uz)). Since U~U:=,U:K=,I then O[ ]$Q(9+). 
Now let G~~t.t(U:(~~b.bv~?‘~ah))y,t. We have o[(x)] G=,y, O[x], 
D[ (xx, K)] G =py2D[.~.~] D[K], D[ (xK, x)] G =B y$[xK] D[x]. 
4.2. According to 4.0 in Sections 4.24.4 for any set .V we construct an 
infinite collection of substitutive s-qualified contexts. 
For constructing a subset of Q(F) we need some results about useful 
nodes of 9. A node c( is adherent for a set .9 if the number of q-expansions 
in 9 needed to reach tl is not too large. 
4.2.0. DEFINITION. Let 9 c_ A. The node c( is said to be s-adherent 
((~,c()EADH) iff (cIE,BT(~) and ~ME~cxEBT(M)). 
4.21. EXAMPLE. Let p = (ila ‘aa, Aab .xa(axbx)}. Then (9, <3))4 
ADH, but (9, (~))EADH and we have R<‘>-{lab~aab, I&. 
xa(axbx)}. 
4.2.2. PROPOSITION. USF n AGT s ADH n AGT (see 2.3 ). 
Proposition 4.2.2. states that the shortest useful nodes of 9 are 
F-adherent. 
It will be useful to know the maximum degree of subterms whose head 
is a free variable (tdg) and the maximum degree of subterms whose head 
is a bound variable (bdg). 
4.2.3. Notation. Let ME A, 9 ct. A, CI E Seq, and x E V. We define 
(see 2.1, 2.3) 
(0) tdg(x, M, a) = max{deg(MB) 1 fl< c( and MI,!31 and head 
1 -XI. 
(1) tdg(x,9,cc)=max{tdg(x, M,cc)lM~9}. 
(2) bdg(M, ~1) = max{deg(MI,) 1 /I d CI and Ml/IL and head 4 
W~p)~. 
(3) bdg(9, cr)=max{bdg(M, cc)lM~p}. 
The s-adherent nodes preserve the value of the functions just defined. 
4.2.4. PROPOSITION. Let (9, ~1) E ADH n AGT and x E V. 
(0) tdg(x, F’, a) = tdg(x, p;, a). 
(1) bdg(V, CX) = bdg(9, a). 
4.3. We introduce a suitable class of sequence transformations (deforma- 
tions) for constructing a subset of Q(9). 
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4.3.0. DEFINITION. (0) Let d: /i x Seq --f Seq. We call d a deforma- 
tion iff: 
(0) VM, NE/~ (({M, N}, a)EAGT*d(M, a)=d(N, a)); 
(1) tJMeA 4M ( >I=( >. 
(1) Let (@, a) E AGT and d be a deformation. We set d(S, a) = 
d(M, tl) with ME 9. This notation is legitimate because if (9, c() E AGT 
then VM, NE 9 d(M, a) = d(N, a). 
(2) Let SE/~, c1 E Seq, and d be a deformation. 
(0) FTH(9, E, d) = {C[ ] E A[ ] 1 VM E S(Mlal iff C[M] 1 
d(A4, a).l) and Vhf, NEF(M-. N iff C[M] *d(M,cr, C[N])}. 
(1) FTH(S, d) E n {FTH(P, CI, d)j a E Seq and EM, N E F 
({M, N}, a) E USF n AGT}. C[ ] E FTH(S, d) is said to be fuithjiiZ with 
respect to the pair (5, d). 
The importance of faithful contexts lies in the following proposition. 
4.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let 9 c,A and d be a deformation. Then 
FTH(9, d) c Q(S) (see 4.1.0). 
Prooj By induction on Card(s). 
4.4. Finally we define a particular class of contexts contained in Q(P). 
We prove that this class is F-qualified by showing that it is faithful. In 
4.4.2.0 we prove that if E satisfies certain constrains then %(A,,[ 1) c 
FTH(9, d) for a suitable deformation d. Then, using 4.3.1, we obtain 
@(A,,[ 1) G Q(F) (4.4.2.1). 
4.4.0. Notation. Let HEN+; x’rx,, . . . . x,.; E: (0, l} x {x’} -+N+, 
XE {Z}, P c,-n, Xc,V, and cr~Seq (see 4.2.3). 
(1) 4,.EC l=W.C lM,x,,,-,w,,. 
(2) QL(X,9,cr)={~l.s: (0, l)xX+N+ and VXEX &(0,x)> 
tdg(x, 9, LX) and Vx E X E( 1, x) > bdg(9, a) and Vx, x’ E X (E( 1, x) = 
&(l,X’)*X=X’)). 
(3) QL(X, 9) = n {QL(X, P, a) ( c1 E Seq and 3M, N E 
F({M, N), c+USFnAGT}. 
(4) hd(X, E): n -+ Seq is defined as follows: 
hd(X, s)(M) = if head(M) -x E X then (E( 1, x)) else ( ). 
643/90/l-? 
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(5) S(X, E): n x Seq + Seq is defined as follows: 
&X?E)(M < >)= < > 
6(X &NM, (j) * P) = WX &NW * (j) * 4X &MM<,>, 8). 
If (9, GI) E AGT n ADH then QL(X, 9;“, ~1) = QL(X, p;, CI). The deforma- 
tion 6(X, E) will model the effect of A,,[ ] on ME/I (4.4.1.1.0). 
4.4.1. LEMMA. (0) Let 9 c,A and EEQL( {Z}, 9,( )). 
(0) VA[ ]Ef21(A.F,,[ ])VMEP (MESOL iffd[M]ESOL). 
(1) V’d[ ]E%(&[ ])VM,NE9 (M-Niffd[M]-d[N]). 
(1) Let (9,a)eAGTnADH andsEQL((I},9,a). 
(0) VA[I l@w.J I) VfkfE@- ACM,1 =pdCMls,(.~I,E,(M.*). 
(1) %(dz,[ 1) E FTH(@-, c(, 6( {Z}, E)). 
Proqf. (0.0, 0.1) By easy computations (as in [BT 87, 1.2.2, 1.2.31). 
(1.0) By induction on the length of a (as in [BT 87, 1.2.51). 
(1.1) From (0.0) and (0.1) using (1.0) (as in [BT 87, 1.2.61). 1 
Proposition 4.4.1.0 is still valid substituting Sz for the last component of 
A X,E. This component becomes important only if in the BT(9) (see 2.1) 
nodes of positive length must be considered (4.4.1.1). 
Finally, we can produce a class of g-qualified contexts. This result is 
essential to the solution (6.11) of a class of systems. 
4.4.2. THEOREM. Let Fcc,A and EEQL( {x’>, 9) (see 4.4.0.3). 
(0) @(A.,,[ I) E F’W*, d({x’}, &)I. 
(1) W&J- l)~Q(~,. 
Prooj (0) From 4.4.1.1.1 and by an easy induction on Card(S). 
(1) We have ~(A,,[ 1)~ FTH(9,6({x’}, E)) (from (0)) and 
F-W*, d({x’}, ~1) G Q(F) (f rom 4.3.1). Hence %(A,,[ 1) E Q(9). 1 
4.5. An interesting consequence of 4.4.1.1.0 is a kind of filtered Bohm-out 
[Bar 84, 10.31. We can Biihm-out a subterm of MEW through A[ ] E 
QW). 
4.5.0. Notation. Let ME n and CI Ed BT(M). We set 
Tr(M,a)= {r.41MP=BAzl . ..zp.uQ....Qr and p<cr}. 
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4.51. PROPOSITION. Let (9, a) E AGT n ADH ande E QL( {Z), 9, a). 
(0) 3C[ ]EA[ ]VA[ ]E%qA.&- ])vMEF: 
(0) CC~CWI =~~CKl*. 
(1) IfFV(d[ ])nFV(9)=12( then C[A[II~]]=~A[M,*]. 
(1) rf VMEP(Tr(M, a)nFV(M)s (-it}) then ~FEA’ VA[ ]E 
%(A,,[ 1) VME 9: 
(0) FA[M] =gA[M,]*. 
(1) rfFV(d[ ])nFV(F)=fa then FA[IWJ=~A[M,*] (where 
* represents a suitable substitution for the variables (Tr(M, a) - {Z})). 
Proof: (0) Thesis (0.0) follows from the structure of C[ ] (see 
[Bar 84, 10.3.71). Thesis (0.1) follows immediately from thesis (0.0). 
(1) From (0) and the construction of C[ 1. 1 
4.5.2. Remark. If A4 satisfies the assumptions of 4.5.1.1 then from 
M, E z E FV(M) it follows A[M,]* =p z. Hence 4.5.1.1 gives us a construc- 
tive method for extracting, through A[ ] E %(A,,[ I), a free variable of M. 
4.5.3. EXAMPLE. Let fl= {At .x(lz-z(Aab .xxa(yxtzabK) x)), At. 
x(lz.z(llab.xKxux)), &~x(lz~z(xxx))] and F: (0, l} x (x> +N+ s.t. 
~(0,~)=5,~(1,~)=2.Then(~,(1,1,3))~AGTnADHand~~QL({x}, 
*, (1, 1, 3)). Let A,,,C l=(nx.C l)A,.,, A,,,~It,t,t,t,t,.t, Wt,, tZ, 
t,, t,, ts) and FE (a,, a2, a3, a4, Ui, U:, I, a8, ag, Us, Ui). We have 
FA,,[lt .x(k.z(Aab .xxa(yxtzabK) x))] =syA,,, a,Ia,a,K 
FA,,[lt .x(Az.z(iab ~xK.uu.x))] =s u 
FA,,[lt ‘x(~z.z(xxx))] =@ as. 
5. SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS IN THE ~-CALCULUS 
In this section we introduce the notion of systems of equations and derive 
some of its easy properties. 
A system is a set of formulas in which some free variables are considered 
unknowns. 
5.0. DEFINTION. Let TE Form(n) and Xc,V. 
(0) The pair (r, X) is said to be a system of equations on A in the 
unknowns X. 
(1) Let 9 = (J’, X) be a system. The formula M = NE r is said to be 
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an equation of 9. By abuse of language we often write M = NE 9’. Unless 
otherwise stated we assume that Y is finite. 
5.1. EXAMPLE. Let r= {xKK = y, xzx = z}. The following are systems: 
%=(K (x},, y;=(C {L’, z),. 
5.2. Notation. Let 9 c /1, Tc_ Form(n), .Y = (f, X) be a system, and 
ZEV. 
(0) L(T)= {PIP=QET}. 
(1) R(T)= (QIP=QEr}. 
(1) ~[z:=M]={P[z:=M]=Q[z:=N](P=Qd-). 
(2) Pz- (M[y :=a/ ~E(FV(~)-Z)]~ME~). 
(3) r,- {kf[y:=QIy~(FV(l@-))-Z)] 
=N[~:=Q\~E(FV(L(T))-Z)]IM=NE~}. 
(4) %=(~.vvz, Jo 
If 9 = (r, X) we also write L(Y) (R(Y)) for L(T) (R(T)). 
5.3. EXAMPLE. Let Y=(((xaK=V, xzx=z), {x}). Then we have 
96=((xS&K=y,x0x=0~, Ix>), 
Y{:,-; = ((xfiK = y, xzx = z}, {x),, 
9Y+,~=({xaK=~~,xzx=z}, ix)). [ 
A solution for 9’ = (r, X) in a theory T is a suitable simultaneous 
substitution for the unknowns that makes the equations of Y theorems in 
the theory T. 
5.4. DEFINITION. Let 9 = (f, X) be a system and T be a theory (see 
4.1.4.0). 
(0) Sol(Y, T) = {d [ ] E Sub(X) 1 FV(d [ 1) n FV(L(T)) = 0 and 
VM=NNELI[CM]=~LI[N]}. 
(1) 9 is said to be T-solvable iff Sol(9, T) # 0. 
If 9 is a system and T, ETA are theories then Sol(Y, T,)cSol(Y, T2). 
5.5. EXAMPLE. Let Y;, Y; be as in 5.1. It is easy to verify that 
(1x-C ])(lab.by(U;lab))ESol(g, 8); (Ax.[ ])(~ab~bv(U~zb))$SOl(X, /I); 
sws 3 B) = 0. 
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Any system of equations can be transformed in a single equation with 
just one unknown (5.6.2). 
5.6. PROPOSITION. Ler 9 = (r, (.x1, . . . . x,. > ) be a system and T be a 
theory. Then: 
(0) There exists 9” = (f’, {u}) s.t. Sol(Y, T) # @ zff Sol(Y”, T) 
#0. 
(1) There exists Y=({M=N}, {x ,,...,. xw}) s.f. Sol(Y,T)= 
Sol(.Y’, T). 
(2) There exists Y’= ({M=N}, {u}) s.t. Sol(Y, T)#@ iff 
Sol(Y, T) # 0. 
(3) Let ZGV. Then Sol(Y, T)c Sol(sP,, T). 
Proof: (0) Let u be a fresh variable and r’= r[x, := uU;] . . . 
[x,,. := uU;]. We set .Y’= (r’, {24}). 
( * ) Let A[ ] 3 (;txi a-.x,.-[ ])A,--.d..rzSoi(Y,T); then 
A’[ ]-@.[])(A ,,..., A,)ESOI(Y,T). 
( C= ) Let A’[ ] = (Au. [ 1) A’E Sol(Y’, T); then 
A[ ] =(1%x, . “x,, . [ ])(A’U;)...(A’U;)E Sol(Y, T). 
(1) Let r= (Mi=N,Ii=l ,..., n}. We set Mr (44, ,..., M,) and 
Nr (N,, . . . . N,). 
(2) From (0) and (1). 
(3) Easy considering that if A[ ] ESOI(Y’, T) then FV(A[ ])n 
FW(O) Z 0. I 
In spite of Proposition 5.6.2 it seems more interesting to transform an 
equation into a system of equations rather than the converse. Unfor- 
tunately the transformation is not trivial. An example of this technique is 
shown in Section 8. 
The next theorem states a necessary condition for solvability. 
5.7. THEOREM. Let 9’= (I’, X) be a system, T be a sms theory, and 
zcv. 
(0) If A[ ] E Soi(Y, T) then 
VM=N,M’=N’E~$ (Me .L(.F~) M’ => A CNI = d[R(.5+)] A CN’I ). 
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(1) Let Y= (r, X) be a s.vstem with FV(R(Y))n X= 0. Zf 
Sol(9, T) # 0 then 
Proof. (0) From 5.6.3 A[ ] E Sol(9$, T). Let M= N, M’ = N’E~~. 
From 3.4.0 we have (M N LCYzpz) M’ 3 /i [M] N dcLC9zpz), A [M’] ). Besides, 
from ACM]=, A[N] and A[M’]=, A[N’] it follows that A[M] 
=x* A[N] and A[M’]=Jvf A[N’]. Hence, from 3.2.4, we have 
A[Nl =A[R(sPz)] A[N’l. 
(1) In this case VA[ ] E Sol(Y, T) A[R(Yz)] E I?(&-). 1 
5.8. EXAMPLE. (0) The system Y=([xS2KxB=K. xxRKB=B, 
x K x 51 B = B), {x}) is not X*-solvable. 
(1) The system Y = ( {xzx = z, xyx = a}, {x}) is not X*-solvable 
(use 5.7.1 with Z= (21). 
5.9. COUNTER EXAMPLE. The converse of 5.7.0,1 does not hold in 
general. Let 9 = ({x = y, xx=z}, {x}). We have x$~.~,~~~)xx, but 
Sol(Y, j) = 0. 
6. REGULAR SYSTEMS 
There are systems for which Theorem 5.7.1 is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for solvability. We call these systems regular systems. In this 
section we present a class of regular systems (reg. systems) and construct 
a solution (6.11) for them (if it exists). 
6.0. DEFINITION. The system Y is said to be T-regular (9’~ Reg(T)) iff 




A large class of reg. systems can be constructed starting from reg. 
systems whose equations have the shape xM, ... M, = yM, ... M, 
(6.1-6.3). 
6.1. Notation. (0) Let M E n and {,?I C, V. We set M-’ = 
M[x :=x.?[xE {x’)]. 
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(1) Let Sp = (r, {x’}) be a system. We set (see 3.7) 
Note that, thanks to the choice suggested by 3.7, Y* satisfies the RHS of 
Definition 6.0. Hence Y* E Reg(T) iff Y* is T-solvable. 
6.2. EXAMPLE. Let Y=({xa=K, xK=B,yx=z}, {x,y}). Then we 
have 9* = ({xxya = Z,~JUZ, xxyK = z,xyK, yxy(xxy) = z,xy(xxy)), 
{-TYH. 
6.3. THEOREM. Let T be a sms theory and 3’= (r,u r,, {Z}) s.t.: 
Hp.0. The equations of r, have the shape xM, . . . M, = y?M, . . . M, 
with XE {.?} undy#(FV(L(Y))u {.?}). 
Hp.1. The equations of rl have the shape xM, . . . M,,, = N, where 
XE {Z} and N is a /by-nf with FV(N)n(FV(L(Y))u (.?})=a. 
Hp.2. VM = NE (T,Jjll VM’ = N’ E (r,)I,l ((M ~L~9~spm) M’ and 
head(N) z head( * deg(N) # deg(N’) - ord(N’)). 
Hp.3. Y* E Reg(T). 
Then 9’ E Reg(T). 
Proof. From Hp.0, 1, 2 and 5.7.0 it follows immediately that 
Now we prove that 
(VM = N, M’ = N’ E 9, (MN LcgpQJ M’ a N ‘v RcY4pm, N’)) =a Sol(Y, T) # 0. 
Since 9* EReg(T) then Sol(Y*, T) # 0. Let 2=x,, . . . . x, and D[ ] = 
(Ix, “‘X,.. [ 1) D, . . . D, E Sol(Y*, T). We define 
D*[ ] = (Ax, .-.x,..[ ])Df...D; 
=D[ ][y:=~t,...t,.y(tlt,...t,.)...(t,t,...t,.)Iy~FV(D[ 1) 
and 
E[ ]~(jlx~...x,..[ ])(D:D:...D~,)...(D,*D:...Dlf:). 
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Finally, we define 
E,[ ] -E[ ][L(sp,)” (XM, . ..M.) :=ylxM, . ..M. 
=ya!l, -M,E(r&;] 
and 
E,[ ]GE,[ ][L(Lfy (?cM,...M,):=u~+“‘+‘NIxM,...M, 
=Nw,){,)l. 
It is easy to verify that E, [ ] E Sol(9, T). 1 
6.4. Remark. If Y = ({M, = y,, . . . . M, = y,}, X) satisfies the hypoth- 
eses of 6.3 and (yi E y, = i = j) then we have 
9 is T-solvable iff ({M,=N ,,..., M, = N,}, X) is T-solvable, 
where N,, . . . . N, are pairwise distinct closed /Iv-normal forms. 
6.5. EXAMPLE. (0) Let 9 = ((.lcx = K, xK = axK, XOQ = bxoC&}, {.x}). 
We have 
Y* = ({xx(xx)=yl ( ), x xx xxK = y,xK, xxon = y,xwn}, {x},, 
If Y* E Reg(T) then 9 E Reg(T). We see (6.11) that Y* E Reg(B). 
(1) Let Y=({x(xx)x=y,xxx=z), {x}). If Y*EReg(T) then 
Y is T-solvable iff ({x(xx)x=S,XXX=K}, {x}) is T-solvable. 
We see (6.11) that Y* E Reg(P). 
6.6. COUNTER EXAMPLE. The property stated in Remark 6.4 does not 
hold in general. The system ( {x = UT, xx = U: >, (x} ) is /?-solvable (its 
solution is D[ ]z(Ax.[ ])UT), but the system ({x=y,xx=z), (.xf) is 
not fl-solvable. 
So far we have assumed the existence of a class of regular systems. The 
next step is to introduce, by a constructive definition, a candidate class for 
regularity. 
6.7. DEFINTION. Let Xc,V. The set 9 is said to be X-regular 
(F l reg(X)) iff: 
(0) 9 c,SOL and F is A-free and head(P) G X; 
(1) 3e:X-+N+ s.t.: 
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(0) (Vx~Xe(x)<mindeg(M~*Ihead(kQrx})); 
(1) (VxM, . ..M.(,, . ..M., E g (M,,,, E SOL and head(M,,,,)# 
(FV(Me,,,) -X))); 
(2) (VME@ Vore Seq (a # ( ) and head(M,)E X*deg(M,) < 
e@ead(~J))). 
Intuitively we can say that 9 is X-regular iff the internal occurrences in 
ME 9 of the variables in X do not have too many arguments. 
6.8. EXAMPLE. & = {xx, xK, xB, xSx, x( At . txxxx) } E reg( {x} ), Fz = 
(XC xxx> $reg({x)); %= id ( fi 1 Y x x x, xxxx} $ reg( {x}); *d = {x(xa) x, 
xxxx} e reg( (x}). 
In order to solve a system we may eliminate subterms that do not yield 
any essential information. 
6.9. Notation. Let p c,A. We define (see 2.1.12.2,4.1.4.2) 
P- = {f(?F) If: 9 --t n s.t.: [(VME Ff(M) 5 44) 
and (p E PFR *f(F) E PFR) 
andVA4, NED (f(M)~~,,,f(N)*A4z, N)}. 
6.1.0. EXAMPLE. Let 9 = {x(xxxx) fix, xfixx, xQfi(xx) x, xQR(xx) 
(xxxx)}. Then 
{xs-mx, XRXX, xs-m(xx) x, xi2R(xx)(xxxx)) ELF-; 
{x(xxxx) ax, xflxx, xsm(xx) x, xRQ(xx) n} $! s-; 
{x(xxxx) Rx, xcaxx, xcu-mx, xs2i2(xx)(xxxx)} $ s-. 
The next theorem proves that via our candidate class we obtain a class 
of regular systems. Moreover, since the proof is constructive, at the same 
time we have, for such a class, a method of finding a solution, if any. 
6.11. THEOREM. Let Y = (r, X) s.t.: 
Hp.0. The equations of Y have the shape xi&f, . .. Al,, = yM, . . . M, 
with x E X and y $ (FV(L(Y)) u X). 
Hp.1. L(Y4)- n reg(X) n PFR # @ (see 4.1.4.2, 52.4, 6.7, 6.9). 
Then for any semisensible theory T, we have Y E Reg(T). 
Proof From 5.7.0 it follows immediately that 
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Hence it is suffkient to prove that 
(VA4 = N, M’ = N’ E Y, (44 ‘y ,,(,?#, M’ *N N Rc94, N’)) e- Sol(Y, T) # a. 
Let, w.l.o.g., 9 = 9#, ,5(Y) E (reg(X) n PFR) and all the equations of 9’ 
have the shape xM, . ‘. M, = L(Y)# (XM, . ..M.) h4, . ..M.. If we prove 
that Sol(Y, j) # Qr, then the thesis follows. 
Step 0. We set X= (x,, . . . . x,.> = ix‘>, T=L(Y) and e as in 6.7.1 
(e exists since L(Y) E (reg(X) n PFR)). 
Step 1. For any x E X let 
pt,h- {xM, . ..M.c,~,...M,,~~Ihead(~i,,,,)~X and 
04Mec,, + e(head(M,,,,)) - degVf,,,J = h); 
syh = (XM, . . . Me(,) . . . M, E 9 I M,(,, 
= &,...Zp.Zh QI...Q,withh<pj. 
It holds that 
P;“, h n P,:.,h = fzr. . 
Let 9(x, h) = 9z.h u F.k., and H(x)~{h~Nl9(x,h)#IZj}. 
Step 2. Let b.=max{max{ord(M,,,,)(xM,...M,,,,...M,E~.~.,)] 
h E H(x)) and rx = max(max H(x), b,}. Of course it holds that 
VXEX max H(x) < rJ. 
Step 3. Let EEQL(X, ((Ml, . . . . ~M,))xM,-~.M,E~;~) s.t.: 
QXEX (~(0, x) = e(x) and E( 1, x) > r,) (see 4.4.0.3). 
By the assumptions in Step 0 E exists. 
Step 4. Vx E X let 
A X.&(1,X) = P e(x) ;
A, = At, . . . t,(x) . te(,, (A,.lt, . ..t.(,)) . ..(Ax.a.\.)f~ . ..ted 
We define 
A*[ ]=(h,..~x,:[ ])A,,...A,s. 
Clearly A*[ ] E %V(A,,[ 1). 
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Step 5. Let xM,, . . . . M,(,,II~,(,~) + , , . . . . M, E S. We set 
2 = M,, . . . . M,(,,; 
p’ = Me(x) + , > a..> M,; WM,,,J = P; WM,,,,) = 6; 
A*[ti] -A*[M,], . . . . ~*CM,t.,I; d*Cdl= d*t-Me,,,+ ,I, . . . . ~*CM,,I; 
Vect O=(A,,,A*[ti]), . . . . (A,,A*[ti]). 
Note that SF = U,, x V, E H(x, S(x, h). We have two cases. 
Case 0. xi?0 E 2F”,,h. Let M,(,, =p AZ, .--z,.x’(N,z, ...zP)... 
II 
bZ, “‘Zp ); Vectl+-(A*[N,]VectO) ,..., (A*[Nb]VectO), (A,~~,+,A*[i@] ,..., 
r,p+C~.+bA*CMl). We have 
A*[xii@] =@ A,A*[ti] A*@] 
=a~*CM~,.~,l(~.,,~*C~l)~~~(~,~,,,.~,~*C~l)~*~e’l 
=p(h, .“Zp .A.x@*[N,l =I . ..z.).-.(A*[NJ z1 -z,)) 
(~,,,~*C~l)~~~(d,,~~,,.~,~*C~l)~*~~l 
=pA,~~(A*[N,] VectO)...(A*[Nb] VectO)(Ax,,+,A*[~]) 
-..(A.,,,,,,,A*C~l)A*Ce’l 
=sA.~.,+.,.~~,-,A*C~l(A.~.,,Vect l)...(A.,,,,,,.,,Vect 1) 
(~.,,+.,.~~,~,+,~*C~l)~~~(~.~.~,~,.~,~*C~l)~*C~I~ 
Using 4.1.6.2 choose A,,P+.(,P,Pb s.t. 
A x,p+e,x.)--bAa,EC~l a, ...a A Ce’l &(~.‘)+b~p+E(I,I’)~P(I’),?,F 
=p *“(xfi8) A.,,Cfil A,-,,[&. 
Case 1. XI%?Q’EF~.~. We have 
A*[x&@] =B A,A*[lii] A*[$] 
=~~*C~,~.~,l~~.~,,~*C~l~~~~~~,,,,,,.~,~*C~l~~*~e’l 
=B (AZ, . ..zp.z.,(A*[N1] z1 . ..zJ...(A*[NJ z, . ..z.)) 
(4,A*E~l)4A ,.,~d*C~l) A*@1 
=B A,,A*[li?](A*[N1] Vect O)+..(A*[N,] Vect 0) 
.-.(&,,+I A*[ti])-.(A .,e,,.x,A*[I~l) A*[&. 
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Using 4.1.6.2 choose A,,, s.t. 
4,J,,,C~l 0, . ..%..q+h--p A.&l =@ *##(x~& A.,,C~l 4,,@1. 
Again using 4.1.6.2 we have 
VXliL.&$&Y A*[xti] =B A”[yti]. 1 
6.12. EXAMPLE. Let 9 = ((xa(;lt .x(xt)) = y,a(k .x(xt)), x(xxxx)(~t . 
X(XX))(X(Xfi))= y,(xx.XX)(it -.u(xx))(x(xQ))}, {x}). Since L(Y4)- n 
reg( { x}) n PFR # /zl then Y E Reg(fl). It is sufficient to solve the system 
Q = ({xfk(At .x(xt)) = ylS-2(rlt .x(xt)), 
xQ(~f.x(xx))(x(x~))= .v,n(nt.x(xx))(x(xR))}, {x},. 
A possible solution for Q (and 9’) is 
D[ ]s(Ax.[])D with D as in Example 0.1. 
The systems studied in 6.11 can be useful for solving other system 
schemas. From 4.5.1.1, 6.3, and 6.11 we may state the following corollary. 
6.13. COROLLARY. Let Y=((roufl, (2)) s.t.: 
Hp.0. The equations of F, have the shape xM, ‘. .M, = 
y(xM, . . . Iv,),*, . . . (xiv, . ..M.),~~~,...M,withx~{~},y4(FV(L(Y)) 
u {-WY * as in 4.5.1 (see 4.5.0), Vie{1 ,..., p} (Tr(xM,...M,,a,)n 
FV(xM, . ..M.) c {.?}) and Card(T,) = Card(head(R(T,))). 
Hp.1. The equations of T1 have the shape xM, . . . M, = N, where 
XE {Z} and N is u flrpnfwith FV(N)n(FV(L(Y))u {g))=@. 
Hp.2. V’M=NE(T,,)(,~) VM’=N’E(T,)~,, 
(M = L(q) M’ and head(N) = head( N’) = deg( N) # deg( N’) - ord( N’)). 
Hp.3. L(Y4)- n reg( {.?}) n PFR # 0. 
Then for any semisensible theory T, we have 9 E Reg(T). 
ProojY From 5.7.0 it follows immediately that 
SO~(Y,T)#~~V~M=N,M’=N’E~~, (M = L,z#’ =a N- R(y+,N’). 
We prove that 
(VM=N, M’=N’EY~ (M2.L(SP~)M’jN~R(~~)N’))~S~I(~, T>#@. 
An example is sufficient. 
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Y = ({xf2(xa) =yaxc2(xu), xnu; = ZXRU:}, {x}). 
Step 0. Using 6.11 we solve 
Qo= ({xxR(xxa)= yxf2(xxa), xxf2U;=zxiHJ~), {x}). 
Let Q, 3 Atuu . u(Ul JJ) ztuo; then DO[ ] = (1x. [ 1) Q, is a solution for QO. 
Step 1. Using 451.1 we solve 
Q1 = ({xx~(xxu) = yu(xx) ~(xxu), xxlnU: = z(xx) i-NJ;>, {x}). 
Let Q, z Qo[y :=lubc.y((U:) c)(uu) bc][z :=k.z(uu)]; then O,[ ] = 
(ix. [ 1) Q, is a solution for Q1 ( (Ui ) extracts a from (xxu)). 
Step 2. Reasoning as in 6.3 we see that O[ ] = (1x. [ ])(Q,Q,) is a 
solution for Y. 1 
Examples 0.2 and 0.3 show an application of 6.13 (in 0.2 the term E 
extracts u2). Of course 6.4 holds with Y* E Reg(T) replaced by L(Y$)- n 
reg( { .?} ) n PFR # @. 
Corollary 6.14.0 extends [CDR 781 and Corollary 6.14.1 extends 
[Bob 681 and its generalization [BDPR 793. 
6.14. COROLLARY. Let T be a sms theory, M,, . . . . M, E A’, No, . . . . N, be 
!;?!A and 9 = ({xx = No, xM, = N,, . . . . xM, = N,,}, {x}) be a system. We 
(0) 9 E Reg(T). 
(1) O-No, . . . . N,, are pair-wise distinct then 
9’ is T-solvable iff {xx, xM,, . . . . xM,,} is distinct. 
Proof: Immediately from 6.13, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. 1 
6.15. EXAMPLE. The system Y’=(((xx=K,xK=S, xS=w,xo=y}, 
{x}) is /I- so va e 1 bl b ecause L(Y+) is distinct. A possible solution is 
D[ ]=(kx.[ ])D where 
D = It. t(tU:(U:°K) fl(U; y)(U;o)(U;S)) i-20. 
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7. X-SEPARABILITY 
The study of the separability by substitutive contexts A [ ] E Sub(X) 
leads to the study of systems Y = (J’, X) with equations of the shape 
M= y, where the RHS variables are pairwise distinct. This is the 
X-separability problem (7.0) (cf. with the separability introduced in 2.3.3). 
This problem is also equivalent to studying the global surjectivity of L(Y) 
with respect to the variables of X [BP 88a, b]. Of course for these systems 
Corollary 6.13 applies. However, in this particular case we can drop the 
assumption L(Y#) ~ n PFR # 0. 
Proposition 7.1.2 characterizes the X-separability for a class of A-free 
sets. Proposition 7.1.3 shows that if a separator for a finite set 9 exists 
then there exists a separator for 9 that recognizes itself from the objects 
that it is separating. (Compare 7.1.3.0 with 2.4.0 or [CDR 781 and 7.1.3.1 
with [Blah 68, and BDPR 791.) Example 4.0.0 gives an easy application 
of 7.1.3. 
7.0. DEFINITION. Let Xc,V, g = {M,, . . . . M,} c A, and T be a theory. 
The set 9 is said to be T-X-separable iff 
(%I[ ] E Sub(X) s.t.: (trio { 1, . . . . n} d [Mi] == y, E (V - FV(9))) and 
(Vi,jE{l)...) n}(Yi-y,=i=j))). 
7.1. PROPOSITION. Let T be a sms theory and 9 = (r, X) be a system 
with equations having the shape A4 = y, where y 4 (FV( L(Y)) u X). 
(0) Zf Sp is %*-solvable then: 
(0) L(Y@) c SOL. 
(1) head(L(Yb)) E X. 
(2) L(Y4) E PFR (see 4.1.4.2). 
(3) VM=y,M’=y’Eq (M~Lcyb,M’-y=y’). 
(1) ZfL(Y$) n reg(X) # 0 (see 4.1.4.2, 6.7, 6.9) then 9 is T-soluabfe 
zfjf L(Y@) E PFR and VA4 = y, M’ = y’ E 5f$ (MN L,,4Vd,M’ * y = y’). 
(2) Let Xc.,.V and P c,A with (Fx)- n reg(X)# 0. Then 5F is 
T-X-separable iff (FYe PFR and Fx is distinct). 
(3) Let S = {xx, xM,, . . . . xM,}. 
(0) Zf FV(M, . . . M,)n {x} = 0 then F is T-(x)-separable iff 
P&1 is distinct. 
(1) Zj’ MI . M, are closed flq-normal forms then P is T-(x}- 
separable iff M, . . . M, are pairwise distinct. 
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Proof (0) Per absurdum. Let D[ ] E Sol(Y, %‘*) and ME L(9@). 
(0.0) If M 4 SOL then D[M] 4 SOL, which is absurd. 
(0.1) If head(M) 4 Xthen head(M) = head(D[M]) # (FV(L(q))uX), 
which is absurd. 
(0.2) Let N, Mr Ai. xM1 . . M, . . . M, E L(Y@) s.t. m <n and 
li.xM, . . . Mm = L(LPb)+ N. Then from 3.4.0 D[li. xM, . . . M,] 2: DLLCY#)+, 
D[N]. Hence deg(D[ii.xM, . ..M.])-ord(D[~i.xM,...M,])=O and 
deg(D[M]) - ord(D[M]) > 0, which is absurd. 
(0.3) Immediately from 5.7.1. 
(1) From (0) and 6.13. 
(2) From (1) and 3.2.3. 
(3) The same as 6.14. 1 
7.2. EXAMPLE. (0) The systems Y = ( {xxx= y, x&x = y, xn(xQ) x = Z, 
xa(x0) 0 = z}, {x>) is /?-solvable. A possible solution is 
D[ ] = (Ax. [ 1) D, D = At, t, . t&z)(U; y). 
(1) The set 9 = {xa(At .x(xt)), x(xxxx)(h .x(xx))(x(xa))} is 
fl-{xj-separable. A p-(x}-separator is 
D[ ]=((nx.[ ])A with A as in Example 0.1 
(2) It is possible to find two I-terms each recognizing itself and each 
other. Let 9r {xlxI,x,xZ, x2x,, x,x,} and XC {xl,xZ}. Because 
9xe PFR and s* is distinct then % is B-X-separable. A possible solution 
is 
DC I= (Ax,+. C I) DID, 
where 
D, -/It. t(G, t); D, = At. t(G2 t) Q 
G, = G[y, :=U; ~,I[~~ := U: yz]; 
G2 - G[y, := cY,lcY* :=u:Y.J; 
G-W:, U:Y,,Y,). 
8. LEFT-INVERTIBILITY 
It is always possible to transform a system of equations into a single 
equation with only one unknown (56.2). However, if we are searching for 
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a solution, it can be more useful to transform an equation into a system of 
equations with as many unknowns as possible. Following this idea we 
transform a left-invertibility problem (solve the equation ({ x(My) = y }, 
{x} )) into an X-separability problem. 
8.0. DEFINITION. Let T be a theory. We set: 
(0) L(T)={ME~I~LE~V~~V~(M~)=.~}. If MEL(T) we say 
that A4 is T - 1 - invertible. 
(1) R(T)={ME/~I~RE/~V’~EVM(R~)=.~}. If MER(T) we say 
that A4 is T-r-invertible. 
The sets L(p) and R(P) have been characterized in [BD 74, and MZ 831. 
The set L(/?g) n R(/?q) has been characterized in [Dez 76, BK 801. Here we 
characterize (Corollary 8.2) a subset of L(T), where T 2 hq is a sms theory. 
8.1. THEOREM. Let T 2 lq be a sms theory and M- 2x,x’. x,M, .. 
M, E A. Then 
ME L(T) iff {Ml, ...’ M,} is T- { .?}-separable. 
Proof: Let x’ E x1, . . . . x,,. 
( * ) Let LEA and y$ FV(LM) s.t. L(My) == y. Then 
L(H.yM,[x, := y] ..‘M,[X, := y])=, y. 
Hence it holds that 
L =T nt,c t,(L, t,?) “. (L,t,i-), 
where 7~ t 1 . . . t, and {to, ?} n FV( L, . . . L,) = 0. Suppose w  > r. We have 
n=p+w--rand 
where A[ ] 2 (Ax, . ..x.. c I)(L,(MY) 0 ... (LWY) 0 t,+1 ..’ tp+w--r. 
Hence ViE{l,...,n} d[M,[x,:=y]]=,t, and also ViE{l,...,n} 
ACM,] == ti. Then {M,, . . . . M,} is T-{x’}-separable. The case w<r is 
analogous. 
(-G=) Let A[ ]~(Ax,...x,,,.[ ])A,...A,, s.t. ViE{l,...,n} ACM,] 
=l. ti. Then L E k,t, . . . r,, . t,A, . . . A, is a left-inverse of M. [ 
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8.2. COROLLARY. Let T 2 kq be a sms theory and M = ix,?. x,M, ... 
M,EA with ({M,, . . . . M,} I?))- nreg( {..?I) # @ (see 5.2.2, 6.7, 6.9). Then 
MEL(T) iff({M,, . . . . M,} (nj E PFR and {AI,, . . . . M,} (ai is distinct). m 
Proof: From 8.1. and 7.1.2. 
Refer to 0.1 for an application of 8.2. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
In summary, the results of this paper show how a disciplinated use of 
self-application can be employed in the solution of functional equations 
without degenerating into infinite computations. The next step seems to be 
to try to discover a larger class of regular systems. 
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